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Below	average	 Y	 7	-	9	 33	
B	 State	 Community	school	mainly	White	British	
Below	average	 N	 9	-	10	 21	
C	 State	 Larger	than	average,	wide	range	of	ethnic	backgrounds	
Average	 N	 8	-	9	 9	
D	 State	 Smaller	than	average,	4/10	pupils	from	ethnic	backgrounds	
Above	average	 N	 9	-10	 20	
E	 State	 Larger	than	average,	majority	of	pupils	from	Indian	background	
Above	average	 N	 9	-	10	 30	
F	 Private	 Small	private	–	wide	range	of	ethnic	and	social	backgrounds	
Below	average	 Y	 10-11	 16	





















Well	above	average	 N	 10-11	 22	
H	 State	 Larger	than	average,	mainly	White	British	
Well	below	average	 Y	 9-11	 90	


















Well	above	average	 N	 10-11	 5	

















































































































































































Listening workshops questionnaire 
NAME:  
 
1) What did you like about doing these workshops? ☺  
 
 
2) What did you not like? " 
 
 
3) Do you think the listening practice helped you to create your 
sound stories? Yes/No (please circle) 
If yes, why? If no, why not? 	
 
4) Would you like to make a sound story again in the future? 
Yes / No (please circle) 




































































































more.	SA2	 Yes	because	it	is	fun	and	I	like	listening	to	sounds	SA3	 Yes	because	it	is	very	interesting	to	compose	your	own	sound	SA4	 Because	then	I	can	listen	to	music	and	make	my	own	kind	of	music	SA5	 Because	I	could	gather	up	all	the	sounds	and	make	a	new	one		
Table	4-5	School	A	-	themes	in	positive	responses	to	Q3	
Theme Number of times mentioned 
Fun 15 
Listening 6 
Creating a sound 
story/composition/music 
6 




























































































! Addams family house !   
                           
Once upon a time three school girls called Ella, 
Millie and Emily walked across stones and 
pebbles in a forest. The forest they were in 
was really old there were dead leaves all over 
the place they thought it needed a good clean 
up. It was muddy and their clothes were 
getting muddy. 
They came to a halt. There in front of them 
there was a huge palace. The Addams family 
lived there. They had 2 children WHOS NAMES 
NO ONE KNEW the mother called Morticia the 
father’s name no one knew and the old patents 
no one knew. They tried to run back to Ella’s 
house but couldn’t because a hand came out of 
a postbox. Then a laugh came out the house 
and Morticia came out and told us to run 
before the children chased us… 
Emily woke up it was all a dream. She looked 
at her clock and it said 7.30. She got up 
quickly and rushed to school. Emily met her 
friends and told them about her dream. The 
































Theme Number of times mentioned 
Fun 10 
Creating a sound story/composition 4 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Manipulating/making sounds 9 
Making music/sound composition 6 
Learnt something new 6 














Response	 Number	of	mentions	Soundwalk/listening	 10	Nothing	/	liked	everything	 9	























Theme Number of mentions 
Didn’t need it 2 
Hear sounds all the time, already do it 2 
Spent too long on it 2 
Couldn’t remember it 2 
Music/ideas came from me/my 
imagination 
2 









Theme Number of mentions 
Fun 11 




















Theme Number of mentions 
Boring/didn’t like 2 
Not enough time 2 
Wouldn’t learn anything new 2 
Hard/difficult 1 























Using ICT/Audacity 8 
Listening/Soundwalk 7 
Making music/sound composition 6 

















































Theme Number of mentions 
Hear sounds all the time, already do it 2 












Theme Number of mentions 
Fun 10 
Making compositions/music 4 






















Theme Number of mentions 
Boring/didn’t like 4 
































Theme Number of mentions 
Fun 32 
Using effects/ changing sounds 30 
Making compositions/music 17 
Using ICT/Audacity 16 
Listening 15 












Theme Number of mentions 
Soundwalk 26 
Nothing 25 
Boring/didn’t like 10 
Hard/too many difficulties with 
software etc. 
12 









































































Theme Proportion of pupils that mentioned it 
Helped with story/theme 25% 
Helped improve/ideas 15% 
Raised sonic awareness 15% 
	
Table	4-97	School	H	common	positive	themes	Q3	
Theme Proportion of pupils that mentioned it 
Raised sonic awareness 30% 











































































































































































































































































5.4 Future	recommendations	for	policy	makers		The	results	of	the	research	have	implications	for	national	policy	in	relation	to	music	education	and	a	number	of	recommendations	have	been	drawn	from	the	findings	that	could	be	useful	for	policy	makers	in	the	coming	years.	These	recommendations	are:	1. Any	music	curriculum	must	include	ample	opportunity	for	creativity	at	all	levels	of	music	making	in	order	to	increase	pupil’s	engagement	with	music	education.	This	research	suggests	that	this	will	support	the	children’s	intrinsic	motivation	meaning	that	they	are	more	likely	to	pursue	music	as	an	activity	that	they	find	engaging	and	therefore	make	greater	progress	(for	example,	see	the	discussion	in	section	5.2.1	on	page	302).	Indeed,	the	results	demonstrate	such	a	central	role	for	creativity	in	levels	of	engagement	that	the	opportunity	to	be	creative	could	be	introduced	more	frequently	in	other	subject	areas	in	order	to	support	progress.		2. Assessment	of	such	creative	activity	needs	to	be	carefully	considered	so	as	to	not	hinder	the	pupils’	engagement,	innovation	and	motivation.	There	is	evidence	to	suggest	that	assessment	can	hinder	pupils’	intrinsic	motivation	(see	Amabile	and	Pillemer,	2012).	The	freedom	enjoyed	by	pupils	in	this	research	appeared	to	contribute	to	their	motivation,	as	they	were	not	hindered	by	a	fear	of	failure.	3. The	findings	indicate	that	musical	creativity	will	flourish	when	pupils’	are	allowed	freedom	to	pursue	their	own	musical	ideas.	This	means	that	too	many	restrictions	and	restraints	could	hinder	engagement,	creativity	and	compositional	accomplishment.	It	also	suggests	that	musical	activity	needs	
 320	





























































































































































































































Information for teachers 
 
This document presents a detailed outline of the workshops and is 
designed as an information pack for teachers. A glossary is provided 
at the end, any terms included in the glossary are written in italics 
followed by a ∗ symbol within the text.  
 
Aims and Objectives of the workshops 
 
The workshops aim to: 
 
• Help pupils develop heightened listening∗ skills and use them to 
help create sound-based music∗ compositions.  
 
• Build musical confidence in pupils of all abilities. Sound-based 
music provides a unique opportunity for children without 
musical training to creatively explore communication through 
sound.  
 
• Help enable (through workshop exercises) an internalised 
listening∗ that explores imaginative associations with sounds 





Workshop 1   
 
The project consists of seven workshops where pupils work towards 
producing their own sound compositions. These will be performed in 
the final workshop. 
 
The first session will focus on listening. Through participating in this 
workshop the pupils will: 
 
• Understand in general terms the main aims of the workshops 
and what they will involve. 
 
• Begin to open their ears to the sounds around them through 
simple listening exercises. 
 
• Engage in focused listening to environmental sounds by 
participating in a soundwalk in the local area. 
 
• Discuss and reflect on the sounds encountered during the walk 
and their different characteristics. 
 
 
Short introduction – concerning listening. This will introduce the 
pupils to the workshops and the idea of learning to listen attentively. 
It can be suggested that this is a valuable but difficult skill to learn to 
do well.  
 




- Do you ever feel that other people are not listening to you and talk 
over you? 
- Do you ever do that to other people? 
- What your favourite sounds? 
 
Listening Exercise 1 
Ask the children to sit down without making any sound and then 
discuss whether this is possible. This draws their attention to quieter 
sounds and the fact that there is always something to listen to (see 
Schafer, 2011). 
 
A minute’s listening in the classroom  
This is intended to relax the participants and focus their attention first 
by listening to their breath then extending this to the sounds around 
them. It is a good idea to make sure windows are open so that 
different sounds can be heard from outside. After listening, each pupil 
will create their own listening list on paper following which the class 
will collaboratively produce an overall list of all the sounds heard (see 
Cumberland, 2001).  
 
Soundwalk 
A soundwalk∗ is where a group (or a single person) walk quietly 
through a chosen area listening closely to the sounds around them. A 
route for the soundwalk can be pre-planned to help ensure that a 
variety of sounds are encountered (although nothing can be 
guaranteed and the unpredictable nature of soundwalks is partly what 
makes them so interesting). It is often interesting to conduct the 
walk around the school grounds and through the school itself. 
Soundwalks should be conducted without any talking and the pace 
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should be slow. Participants can point towards sounds that are 
interesting if they want to share something they think others might 
have missed. 
 
The soundwalk leader will record the soundwalk in case there are any 
interesting sounds that the children might want to use in their 
compositions. The soundwalks should last approximately 10 minutes 
and beforehand they will be given a set of questions/instructions to 
think about when listening (see the following page).  
 
The soundwalk instruction sheet facilitates a more focused listening 
than the classroom exercise, it encourages children to think about  
sound characteristics (such as pitch and volume) and also to start 
evaluating sounds in preparation for deciding which sounds to record 
or include in compositions.  
 
The next page shows an instruction sheet to guide the children on 
their soundwalk; this can be adapted for particular situations or to 















!                What do you hear?  
 
Lead your ears away from these sounds and listen beyond .... into 
the distance 
What else do you hear? 
What else? 
What else? 
Which sounds are the LOUDEST? 
 
 
Which are the quietest? 
 
 
        Are     HIGH 
       they         or          in  
         LOW     pitch? 
 
 
Which sounds would you keep?☺ 
 
 
Which sounds would you scrap?" 
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Discussion / writing /mapping 
There will be a discussion immediately after the soundwalk about 
what was heard and then they will list the sounds in relation to the 
questions on the instruction sheet. They will then write out ideas for 
what the sounds reminded them of, made them think of or sounded 
like.  
This can be done in groups by creating a sound map on a large piece 
of paper showing the route of the soundwalk and where particular 
sounds were heard. Symbols can then be put next to the sounds for 
example to show whether the children liked or disliked them or 
whether they were loud or quiet. 
 
Homework – What are the most interesting sounds you hear during 
the week? Why do you find them interesting? 
 
Workshop 2  
 
Through participating in this workshop the pupils will: 
• Learn to record sounds using a digital recorder 
• Collect any interesting sounds they discover in the school. 
• Begin to develop a reflective listening that uses the imagination 




- Digital recorder (or even use a mobile phone or ipad) 
- Headphones 
 
Recap/introduction – what did we do in workshop 1? 
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Written exercise – 10 minutes 
 
This short written exercise will relate to the sounds they heard in 
their soundwalks. In these exercises participants will be encouraged 
to consider the meaning and significance of sounds for them as 
listeners. It is intended that through these exercises, ideas for using 





Did any of the sounds on the soundwalk make you think of other 
things? These could be feelings or anything else they sparked in your 
imagination. For example, the buzzing of bees might make you think 
of summer or it might make you think about being stung or it might 
even sound a bit like motorbikes! 
 
Try to think of as many different things that each sound made you 
think of and then write them out. 
 
Recording – The children will have the opportunity to record some 
sounds using digital recorders in the classroom or outside the school 
that they think are interesting. If digital recorders are not available 
other devices such as mobile phones or tablets could be used. Below 
are some suggestions for how to organise this exercise: 
 
• It is good to collect a variety of sounds and to teach the children a 
little about recording technique. For example, if the recorder is 
held close to the sound it will record at a higher level. Also, how 
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might the recording change if recorded from different directions or 
angles? It is interesting to experiment with this to get different 
results.  
 
• It is also important to explain that recorders will pick up all the 
sound around them and that background noises should be 
minimised.  
 
• It is a good idea to use headphones with the recorders in order for 
the children to listen carefully to what is being recorded and hear 
how the position of the recorder can affect the sound. 
 
• Depending on how many recorders are available recording can be 
done in small groups or with the whole class. 
 
• For example, it works well to get some children to make different 
sounds out of objects such as paper while others record them. 
With enough children and paper you could even create a paper 
orchestra! 
 
• A soundbank is also available from the researcher who can be 
contacted by emailing dholland@dmu.ac.uk or 
kipdave@hotmail.co.uk. This means there is no pressure to record 
a wide range of sounds of good quality, but the recording process 
can be a valuable experience for the children in using technology 
creatively and is also a chance for them to put their listening skills 
into practice. When recording they are required to make choices 
about what sounds they would like to record for use in their 
compositions and what sounds might work well together. 
Therefore even though a soundbank is available it is still 
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recommended that the recording exercise is included in the 
workshops.  
 
• Enabling the children to record some sounds means that some of 
the material they are working with is unique and will have 
personal meaning to them as they are using sounds from their 
own environment. Voice sounds are good to record as children 
enjoy hearing and manipulating them and they will also have 
personal resonance. 
 
• Audio files should then be put into a folder that the children can 




Workshop 3  
 
Through participating in this workshop the pupils will: 
• Be introduced to the concept of creating music using sounds 
rather than notes. 
 






• Audio editor (e.g. Audacity) 
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Listen to short examples by Sound-based composers e.g. 
Hildegard Westerkamp - Kits Beach Soundwalk (KBS) or 
Cricket Voice (see useful links). 
This is intended to introduce the pupils to the idea of making music 
with sounds. Using the term ‘music’ too early in the workshops could 
potentially lead to some confusion and even resistance. Therefore, it 
might be better to introduce this after they have developed some 
appreciation of listening to environmental sounds and their different 
qualities. Earlier in the workshops reference could be made to 
creating art from sounds rather than using the term music.  
 
 
Sound experimentation and simple processing - For the 
remainder of the workshop the pupils will choose sounds to 
experiment with using an audio editor such as Audacity. Editing 
techniques should be demonstrated as well as learning how to loop 
sounds and using simple processing techniques such as reverb∗ or 
delay∗.  
 
The Audacity instruction sheets in Appendix B give an introduction for 
doing this. 
 
Once these basics have been introduced the children should be 
allowed freedom to play and experiment with the sounds. This allows 
the pupils to engage with the experience and also trigger new ideas 
for compositions. It is recommended that when composing their 
sound pieces over the course of the workshops the following 




This divides the composition process into 5 stages. The children start 
with recordings, which they then experiment with. They then select 
the sounds they want to include in their composition and structure 
them into a piece (see workshop 4 for ideas about how to structure 
pieces). Finally, they will evaluate the success of this and make 
revisions. The children can loop back to other stages to make 
changes, so this is not a linear process but a recursive one and all the 
stages can be characterised by a sense of play and experimentation. 
 
 
Workshop 4  
 
Through participating in this workshop the pupils will: 
• Further develop their audio processing and editing skills by 
continuing to experiment with sounds. 
 
• Learn to formulate ideas for compositional structures by 
reviewing and selecting sounds in reference to ideas for themes 
or narratives or just through experimentation with the sounds. 
 
Further experimentation and begin to structure - They will 
further experiment with editing the sounds provided. Their 
compositions should last between one and two minutes and should 
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include up to 6 sounds. The teacher and assistants can move round 
each group helping them develop their ideas by giving advice. 
 
A few ideas for structuring pieces 
Below are a few ideas for generating ideas for arranging sound-based 
compositions. For many more ideas see the book ‘Making Music with 
Sounds’ by Leigh Landy (2012).  
 
• Sounds can be sequenced in line with narratives but attention 
should also be given to the properties of the sounds. Children 
should be encouraged to think if the sounds work well together.  
 
• Often sounds with similar characteristics can complement each 
other but it also good to use contrast. For example, contrast 
sounds with short durations such as footsteps with sounds of 
longer durations such as the hum of traffic or sounds that have 
been stretched (for example using Paulstretch in Audacity - see 
Appendix B). 
 
• Using the reverse effect is a good way of creating tension and 
release. For example, sounds with a quick attack and long sustain 
(such as a piano) can be reversed resulting in a gradual build up 
to a climax. At this point of climax it can be interesting to 
introduce a new sound that can appear to have been triggered by 
the climax. 
 
• Additionally, simple rhythms can also be created by looping 
sounds (repeating the sound a number of times), for example the 
sound of footsteps around the school could be used for this. Such 
sounds can be edited to create new rhythms. The most important 
thing is to keep experimenting, allow the children freedom to 
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follow their own ideas. There is not necessarily a right or wrong 
way of creating a sound composition. 
 
Creating a plan or score 
The structures are best developed by creating a score or plan based 
around a timeline and could involve writing, diagrams or drawings. 
This can be based on themes or narratives or can just evolve through 
experimentation with sounds or use a mixture of both. Themes or 
stories do not need to include a linear narrative; they could be 
connected to a feeling, emotion or other experience and might unfold 
in a more dreamlike way than a straightforward story.  
 
An example of a simple graphic score is given below. This is just an 
example, such a score can come in many forms and pupils should be 





Workshop 5  
 
Through participating in this workshop the pupils will: 
• Continue to develop processing skills by experimenting with 
sounds chosen in workshop 4. 
• Further learn how to develop structures for their compositions 
in relation to plans that they have created. 
 
In this workshop the pupils will continue to arrange and revise their 
compositions working in a similar way to the previous workshop with 
help from the teacher and assistants.  
 
Workshop 6  
 
Through participating in this workshop the pupils will: 
 
• Develop compositional skills by continuing to arrange, revise and 
refine their compositions. 
 
If time allows the children could create Wordle (see 
http://www.wordle.net/) documents that explain the theme of the 
pieces or describe the sounds and their feelings about their 
compositions. 
 
Homework – Write a short letter to yourself explaining how you 









Through participating in this workshop the pupils will: 
• Develop communication and listening skills through the 
presentation of each composition to the rest of the class and 
through the giving and receiving of feedback.  
 
• To develop written communication and reflective skills through 





The final workshop will be a chance for the children to play their 
compositions to the rest of the class. They will each describe their 
pieces in relation to themes or narratives or just what types of effects 
they used. The pupils will be encouraged to reflect on the success of 
their pieces and receive feedback from the rest of the class. 
 
Final Discussion and questions – A final chance for the 
participants to voice their thoughts and feelings about the workshops 











Heightened listening - Heightened listening is a term that describes 
a close concentration on the details of sound, but it is also a raised 
aural awareness that allows imaginative associations and connections 
that go beyond the sound itself. 
 
Internalised listening – Many composers who make soundscape 
music advocate a type of listening that uses the imagination. The 
composer Hildegard Westerkamp argues that listening is a creative 
act and that soundscape compositions create ‘a place of balance 
between inner and outer worlds, reality and imagination’ 
(Westerkamp, 1999).  
This expands the imaginative aspects of heightened listening by 
enabling listeners to subjectively interpret sounds in relation to their 
own experiences. It involves an imaginative creative listening that 
goes beyond merely identifying the sound. By internalising the initial 
listening experience a listener can explore how this might resonate 
with their personal experiences and feelings.  
 
Delay – This is where a sound is repeated or looped and these 
repeats can be altered for example in terms of timing, volume, pitch 
and number. 
 
Reverberation – This is the result of multiple reflections of a sound 
wave (EARS) and is more noticeable in large enclosed spaces (e.g. 
churches, halls) where it will take longer for those reflections to die 
away. Artificial reverb is used widely for recording and performing 
and there are many software applications available. 
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Sound-based music - An umbrella term, created by Leigh Landy, to 
describe music where sound is the basic unit, rather than the musical 
note (Landy, 2007). 
 
Soundscape – A type of sound-based music that uses field 
recordings of particular locations. 
 
Soundwalk – Hildegard Westerkamp describes soundwalks as ‘any 
excursion whose main purpose is listening to the environment. It is 
exposing our ears to every sound around us no matter where we are’ 
(Westerkamp, 2001). She has long used soundwalks as part of 
workshops whereby participants are asked to focus on particular 
aspects such as the sounds of the body, nearby sounds, the quietest 
sounds or something specific such as the wind and how many 
different sounds it creates (Westerkamp, 2001). Soundwalking is an 
activity that invites participation, can help us learn about our 
relationship with our environment or as Westerkamp points out ‘can 
simply be fun’ (Westerkamp, 2001). For these reasons, it can be an 




EARS; Electroacoustic Resource Site - http://www.ears.dmu.ac.uk/spip.php 
 
EARS2 – this is resource specifically aimed at teachers and pupils to 




Excerpts of pieces by Hildegard Westerkamp such as KBS or Cricket 
Voice can be heard here -http://www.electrocd.com/en/cat/imed_1031/ 
 
Sound and Music - http://soundandmusic.org/ 
 
World Forum for Acoustic Ecology Library – Contains useful 
information and a number of educational resources in relation to 



























Audacity can be downloaded for free from 
http://www.audacityteam.org/ 
 
A manual with tutorials is available from 
http://manual.audacityteam.org/ 
 
Below is a brief and simple introduction. 
 
Once installed double click on the ICON for Audacity (see 
below) in the programs folder. 
 
 
A welcome to Audacity box will appear, click OK. 
 
To put a sound into Audacity go to File (top lefthand corner), then 
Import, then Audio.  
 
 
Choose an audio file from the soundbank folders and then click open. 
A box will appear asking whether you want to copy the file, make 
sure this option is selected then click OK.  
 






The sound is represented as a waveform in a track in Audacity. This 
waveform shows the amplitude of the sound and how it changes over 
time. If you import another sound this will be included on a separate 
track below the one previously imported. If you wish you can also 
create a blank track that you can move other sounds into in order to 
arrange and sequence them. To do this go to Tracks, Add New and 
Audio track (mono) or stereo track. 
 
 
TOOLS 	 			Selection Tool – click on this tool if you want to select a 
sound or put the cursor in a particular place. 	
You will find it in the top left of the screen. Use it to click at the place 
you want the sound to start playing, or click and drag to select part 
of a sound. You can also use select to delete all or part of a sound by 
selecting it and pressing return or delete on your keyboard.  
 Time-shift tool – click on this tool if you want to move a 
sound, then click and drag the sound to move it around the 





In order to apply an effect select the sound or section of the sound 
that you wish to add the effect to and go the effects menu (at the top 
of the screen) where you will find a range of effects. Below are some 
simple effects that you can find in the menu which are interesting to 
start experimenting with.  
 
Repeat - this makes a sound play more than once. To do this select 
(using the selection tool) the sound you want to repeat. Then click on 
Effect (in the bar at the top of the screen) then in the menu click on 
Repeat. In the box put the number of times you want it to repeat. 
This is useful for creating loops. 
 
Reverse – this makes a sound play backwards. To do this select 
(using the selection tool) the sound you want to reverse. Then click 




Delay – this will cause the sound to repeat but these repeats can be 
altered in terms of volume, timing, pitch and number of repeats. 
 
Paul stretch – this will lengthen the sound by extreme amounts 
without changing its pitch. 
 
Change speed – this will change the speed of a sound (you can 
either speed it up or slow it down). It’s like changing the speed on a 
record player by changing the rpm but with more control over the 





To play a sound press the space bar. The sound will play from 
where you click on the track. If only part of a sound is selected, only 
that part will play. 
 
To stop a sound also press the space bar.	
 
Press ctrl + C to copy part of a sound (first select it). 
 
Press ctrl + V to paste the sound somewhere else. 
 
Press ctrl + Z to undo if you make a mistake. 
 
 
To save an Audacity project 
 
Go to File, Save project and click Ok on the warning box.  
 
Then in the box that appears choose the folder in which you want to 
save it and give your project a name (for example ‘Dave’s sound 
project’), then click save. This will be saved as Dave’s sound 
project.aup and will have the audacity icon next to it. 
 
 
To open your Audacity project  
 
Go to file, open and click on the file you saved with the Audacity icon 






























Participant Information Sheet 
 
Heightened listening and composition workshops 
 
The following text gives an overview of the content of workshops where pupils 
will be guided in creating their own sound compositions. Each session will last 
approximately 1 hour. 
 
The workshop will involve the following - 
 
• Participation in listening exercises to help develop aural awareness 
 
• Recording environmental sounds while participating in soundwalks 
(where participants walk through an area listening closely to the 
environment) 
 
• Composition of sound pieces using recorded sound materials 
 
• The completion of written exercises and qualitative questionnaires 
 
Information about the project 
 
The Research Project 
 
The project will investigate whether heightened listening skills (a detailed, 
attentive type of listening, similar to that often associated with the blind) can be 
learnt by young people and used as an aid for creating sound-based 
compositions (i.e. compositions using sounds rather than musical notes). 
 
This project aims to develop students’ aural (listening) skills through 
participation in different exercises such as soundwalks where the students will 
be able to record sounds that they can later use in compositions. Some of these 
compositions will be hosted on a dedicated SoundCloud page, which will also 
include remixes of the work produced by the researcher. 
 
Please note that workshop discussions may be recorded. However, the 
recordings will not be released with the research data. Participant data (which 
will be anonymous) may be used in research-based publications and talks. 
 
In accordance with De Montfort University’s policy on human research ethics, 
your rights to privacy and confidentiality in relation to any material and practices 






If you require further information please contact: 
 
Researcher: David Holland (kipdave@hotmail.co.uk) 
Research Supervisor: Prof. Leigh Landy (llandy@dmu.ac.uk) 
 
Research Consent Form 
 
Thank you for agreeing to allow your School and students to participate in this 
research project, which has been approved by De Montfort University's Faculty 
of Humanities’ Human Research Ethics Committee. 
 
In accordance with De Montfort University’s policy on human research ethics, I 
should like to point out that your student's rights to privacy and confidentiality in 
relation to any material and practices arising from the research will be protected 
and their identities will not be revealed. You will also therefore, be: 
 
• Provided with written details of the objectives of the research and of your 
student's participation in it (see first page) 
 
• Invited to give your written consent, by countersigning and returning this 
letter, regarding your student's voluntary participation in the research 
 
• Free to withdraw from the research at any point without having to offer 
any reasons for doing so 
 
• Given the right to see any written or audio records relating to your 
student's involvement in the research 
 
• Fully protected in regard to safety according to De Montfort University’s 









Please sign this consent form to indicate that:  
 
(a) you and your students understand the objectives of the research and their 
involvement in it;  
 
(b) you and your students give consent for the voluntary participation of your 
students in the research;  
 
(c) you and your students consent to the hosting of a selection of their sound 
recordings on a SoundCloud page which will be password protected and 
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accessible to the school and students; and  
 
(d) you and your students consent to allowing me to remix their sound 
recordings with other sounds and hosting the remix on SoundCloud.  
 
As the participants are minors, a signature is required. Please provide this 


















Researcher: David Holland (kipdave@hotmail.co.uk) 
 
Supervisor: Prof. Leigh Landy (llandy@dmu.ac.uk)  
 
























































































































































































































































































































































Like? ☺ Dislike? "	














"	Footsteps	and	ball	bounce	 	 	Footsteps	in	hall	 	 	Footsteps		 Footsteps	outside	 	 	Going	outside	 	 	Playground	footsteps	and	laughter	 	 	Playground	footsteps	and	screams	 	 	Playground	voices	and	whistle	 	 	Playground	voices	 	 	Traffic		 	 	
Outside	
	
Whistle	 	 	Book	pages	 	 	Chain	 	 	Clap	 	 	Class	laughing	 	 	Classroom	furniture	 	 	Classroom	sounds	 	 	Door	open	 	 	Exercises	 	 	Paper	 	 	Pencil	sharpen	 	 	Pencil	tap	 	 	Piano	strings	 	 	Rattle	 	 	Scissors	 	 	Scribble	 	 	Sellotape	 	 	Shake	 	 	Shaker2	 	 	
Other	
sounds	








"	Clapping	 	 	Cup	pencil	case	rhythm	 	 	Distant	screams	 	 	Distant	whistle	 	 	Door	closing	footsteps	 	 	Foot	brush	 	 	Footsteps	on	stairs	 	 	Footsteps	outside	 	 	Glass	roll	 	 	Loud	paper	tear	 	 	Paper	shake	 	 	Pencil	rolls	 	 	Plastic	 	 	Playing	outside	 	 	Rips	 	 	Shake	2	 	 	Shake	3	 	 	Sound	of	lesson	 	 	Traffic	 	 	Water	 	 	
General	




	 Sambha!	 	 		
	
4.	School	G	
Sounds	 Like?  
☺	
Dislike? 








































































































































































































































































































My sound story 
Jack was running through a dark and long forest away 
from a man with a gun! He was near the end. When he 
got to the end of the forest and had to jump off a 20 
meter high to survive (Wait till sound ends) Jack had 
opened his eyes. It was just a dream. He had this dream 
before! So he closed his eyes and went back to sleep.  
Wait till sound starts again  
(Read quickly) He was now in a place with guns firing! he 
was inside a tank he jumped out the tank (door 
bangs){more gunfire} he saw a bullet coming toward…    

















His heart was thumping as fast as light. He heard a 
scream from two blocks away. He followed the 
noise, it was constant. When he got there it was a 
boarded up house blood smothered over the walls. 
He noticed a shadow in the room, it was breathing 
heavily, he knew the murderer was holding a long 
hooked cleaver covered in blood. 
The anonymous man was concentrating on his prey 
(the boy). The man who had come to see what had 
happened was sneaking up on him when suddenly 
the killer athletically span round and lunged at his 
heart. In hope of the man’s life he dodged the knife 
and grabbed his wrist and snapped it in half. When 
the boy snapped the killer’s wrist his hand was 
laying on the floor paralyzed leaking blood. The 
killer was subdued and the police arrested him.  
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School	G	narrative	example	2	(SGcomp6	on	DVD)	
																																		Horror	Sound	project	story																																				
The	wind	is	blowing	in	the	dark	
spooky	street	.The	swings	
shaking,	children	laughing.	On	
the	right	pool	filled	with	blood	
not	with	water.	Bodies	hanging	
of	the	roof	dripping	with	blood.	
A	young	lady	lived	in	the	town	
Horror	she	had	family	that	liked	
arguing,	she	didn’t	tell	her	
children	that	she	had	a	magic	
door	in	the	basement…	
	
The	children	are	running	
nervously	around	the	play	from	
a	gigantic	hairy	monster	covered	
in	blood.	
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Appendix	K:	DVD	Contents	The	DVD	contains	all	of	the	172	compositions	completed	across	all	the	case	studies.	Each	school	has	been	given	a	separate	folder	in	which	the	work	is	divided	between	examples	cited	in	the	main	thesis	text	and	the	other	compositions.	All	five	compositions	produced	in	Phase	3	are	included	in	the	Phase	3	folder.	
	
School	A	Folder			
Examples	referenced	in	thesis	–	SAcomp1	–	SAcomp3	
	
Other	compositions	–	SAcomp4	–	SAcomp20	
	
	
School	B	Folder			
Examples	referenced	in	thesis	–	SBcomp1	–	SBcomp4	
	
Other	compositions	–	SBcomp5	–	SBcomp21	
		
School	C	Folder	–		
Examples	referenced	in	thesis	–	SCcomp1	–	SCcomp5	
	
Other	compositions	–	SCcomp6	–	SCcomp9	
		
School	D	Folder	–		
Examples	referenced	in	thesis	–	SDcomp1	–	SDcomp5	
	
Other	compositions	–	SDcomp6	–	SDcomp13	
		
School	E	Folder	–		
Examples	referenced	in	thesis	–	SEcomp1	–	SEcomp10	
	
Other	compositions	–	SEcomp11	–	SEcomp23	
		
School	F	Folder	–		
All	examples	are	referenced	in	thesis	-	SFcomp1	–	SFcomp6	
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School	G	Folder	–		
Examples	referenced	in	thesis	–	SGcomp1	–	SGcomp7	
	
Other	compositions	–	SGcomp8	–	SGcomp11	
		
School	H	Folder				
Class	1	-		
Examples	referenced	in	thesis	–	SHAcomp1	–	SHAcomp8	
	
Other	compositions	–	SHAcomp9	–	SHAcomp23	
	
	
Class	2	–		
	
Examples	referenced	in	thesis	–	SHBcomp1	–	SHBcomp8	
	
Other	compositions	–	SHBcomp9	–	SHBcomp24	
	
	
Class	3	–		
	
Examples	referenced	in	thesis	–	SHCcomp1	–	SHCcomp4	
	
Other	compositions	–	SHCcomp5	–	SHCcomp17	
			
Phase	3	Folder	
	
P3T1	–	P3T5	
					
